You’re The Only One ***

Intro

| G#m / E / | B / F# / | 4x

Verse

G#m E B F#
Though the earth may try, to satisfy my heart
G#m E B F#
Though the earth may try, to tell me You’re not faithful
G#m E B F#
Though the earth may try, to blind me from Your goodness
G#m E B – F#
You shine through (repeat verse)

Chorus

F# G#m E B
You’re the only one who fills me up
F# G#m E B
You’re the only one who fills me up
F# G#m E B
You’re the only one who fills me up
F# G#m – E – B – F#
You’re the only one

Verse – one time

Chorus 2x

Verse

G#m E B F#
Though the earth may try, to satisfy my heart
G#m E B F#
Though the earth may try, to tell me You’re not faithful
G#m E B F#
Though the earth may try, to blind me from Your goodness
G#m E B – F#
You shine through

Verse Tag

G#m E
You shine through, You shine through
B   F#
You shine through, o-h   3x

Chorus
F#   G#m   E   B
You’re the only one who fills me up
F#   G#m   E   B
You’re the only one who fills me up
F#   G#m   E   B
You’re the only one who fills me up
F#   G#m - E - B
You’re the only one

Tag
F#   G#m - E - B
You’re the only one   8x

Outro
|G#m / E /|B / F# /|   2x
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